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Refused to Approve Warrant In
vor of Territorial Insurance
Commissioner.

Fa-

NO. 40

IN DEFENSE OF

DEVASTATION

SIS

STANDARD OIL CO. DECIDED

John G. Milburn Tells of the Bene
ficial and Benevolent Side of the
L
El!
FOR
Great TruRt.
St. Louis, Mo., April 7. John G,
A writ of mandamus was issued
Milburn, senior counsel of the Stan
this foienoon by Judge John R.
dard Oil Company, continued his ar
upon relation of Territory ex
gunient in the United States Court
rol Jacobo Chaves, territorial insurtoday in opiwising the attempt of the
ance commissioner, and Peter M.
to dissolve the corpora
government
l,
Lienau, hi deputy vs. W. G.
tion. He contended that the Stan
territorial auditor, the last
dard has been greatly maligned
named having refused to approve a
whereas it has been the nation's
warrant for $5G0, five and a half
greatest developer of not only local,
months salary due Deputy Lienau,
but foreign commerce.
He confined
for lack of proper. fund. The writ is
AT
E
TOLEDO himself largely to the history of the
CITIES GO DRY
returnable on Saturday forenoon
c'l company's early activities. Mr.
vhen the merits of the case will be
Milburn contended that companies
before Judge R. McFie, by
p.rgued
Offered
Much
under the truirt agreement of Thirty Small Towns in Wis
in
Places
Incontestable
coining
Fulton
Title
Damage in ; Ohio City 1879 were
Renohan and Davles for the relators
not competing
compan:.nd for the Territorial Auditor by
and Men Thrown Out ies," but dealers
Names of Purchasers-D- e
Post of Minister to
consin Will Close the
in different
lines.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy.
This
is
the
defense's
Plans.
of Work ;
China
strongest argu-Saloons.
velopment
Temporary Injunction Granted.
ent.
Judge John R. McFie today issued
St. Louis, Mo., April 7. Milburn
a temporary injunction upon the peLa Junta, Colo., April 7. A regu-lu- t said that instead of
At
Enpanola, yesterday at one
St. Louis, Mo., April 7. Frederick
Washington, D. C, April 7. In the
burning
blizzard was raging in southeast- fil in an effort to concoct midnight H
was
House today Vreeland offered an tition of Michael O'Neill of Cerrillos o'clock, in the front door of the post
Krelsman,
Republican,
conspiraamendment striking out the counter- against Fred J. Otero, special mas office at that place, Alois B. Renehan, ern Colorado today and the snowfall cies, the members of Rockefeller's elected mayor of St. Louis yesterday
to restrain him from selling as
vailing duty on oil and fixing it at ter,
special master of the District Court along the Santa Fe east of La Junta Company were fighting for tlieir very by a majority of ll,4fi3 votes over
nine
of
mining claims in the Cerrillos for Rio Arriba County, in the case of was heavy.
Norris
valorem.
rent
ad
2o per
W. (i. Woerner,
The entire Repub
existence auainst bhr odds
on April 14, in the
Destruction at Toledo.
lican ticket was successful.
Nebraska moved a substitute impos- Mining District
New
vs. The
Ira
Harris,
plaintiff,
sale of the property of the ConsoliToh'do, Ohio, April 7. Hundreds
Mexico Irrigated Lands Company
ing one per cent ad valorem. After dated
Thirty Towns On Water Wagon.
and
Mining
reversed
Smelting
of
men are out of employment and SOLDIER DIES
Company
been
had
Milwaukee, Wis.. April 7. The latnorth
sold
west
the
half
and
Speaker Cannon
the
quai
al. The hearing will be on Mon
damof
thousands
of
dollars
many
est
returns from the municipal elecon deciding a point of order the en-- "
south-half
of the .Juan Jose
TRAITOR'S DEATH
whether the injunction is to be ter of the
age was done by the hurricane which
tions
show thirty-fiv- e
towns in Wistire petroleum schedule was opened day
Lobalo
Land
Grant, containing Sl,457 visitor! the
made permanent.
The wind
last
consin
night.
voted "wet" and thirty
city
to amendment.
Warrior
to
Who
exec
Portuguese
acres,
Josephine Thayer Tutt,
Betrayed I ho
Other Court Matters.
miles
attained a velocity of sixty-ninMinister to China.
latter being the smaller localiComrades Involved In RevolutionAddie M. Blackwell has filed suit utrix of the estate of Charles L. Tutt nn hour,
the
from
roofs
the
ties.
Wnshineton.' D. C April 7. latt
ripped
Oshkosh, Superior, Ashland,
Is
Stabbed.
B.
ary
Uprising
for divorce against her husband John deceased, and Edward
Skinner, as plant of the Massillon
En Claire, Beloit were among the
Bridge Comtoday tendered former Senator Ful
7. sergeant
Lisbon,
April
In
Li,nai
tenants
for
the
bid
for
common,
abandonment and deprice pany and 300 men will be out of work who
ton of Oregon, the post of minister to Iilackwell,
betrayed his comrades involved cities voting "wet."
in the district court for Taos of $117,921.00, under a mortgage made
until the damage is repaired. Many in the
Prohibition Gains In Colorado.
China to succeed W. W. Rockhill sertion,
revolutionary uprising in Janand executed by The New Mexico Irri t ere hurt
Fulton asked ten days in which to county.
the flying debris.
Denver,
by
Colo., April 7. Colorado
when
uary, ino,x,
King Carlos and
The case of the Territory vs. Jack gated Lands Company on April 28,
Tornado Strikes Indiana.
made gains in the niaioritv
consider the offer.
"drys"
crown
lie
of
were
prince
Jones for assault, came up this after- 1903, to George Hill Howard, also now
Portugal
Peru, Ind., April 7. A tornado assassinated, was stabbed to death of municipal elections over the state
President's Traveling Expenses
noon for trial.
in
for
ordeceased,
given
purchase
price,
7.
In
S
struck this city at o'clock last night in this city today. The act was one yesterday. Dr. A. L. Fugard, Pueblo,
Washington, D. C, April
The case of the Territory vs. R. part, in the sale of the said
grant destroying four stores and several of revenge. Lima was hated
Taffs trip C.
Republican, was elected, and four of
. der to facilitate President
by his
Huber, for
will be to the said company. Later Messrs. schools and
to the west next summer, during tiled tomorrow. assault, etc.,
many small buildings. Mlow soldiers and the population. the five wards went "dry.v Colorado
Charles L. Tutt and Edward B. Skin One person
Hie murderer was arrested but re- - Springs went "dry" knocking out
which he will be the guest of Colo
may be fatally hurt.
ner
said
the
store liquor selling.
acquired
pur
W. H. .
grant
by
ti.sed
to give any explanation-orado, Representative Taylor proposes
Cloudburst Follows Wind.
his ding
chase and the ownership of the said
TEN
ROUND
was
Spurgeon.
act.
elected
Republican,
restore
shallthe
pro
that Congress
Wabash, Ind., April 7. Mrs. James
mayor. Boulder and Grand Junction
mortgage. The sale just made is for
vision of law whereby the chief execu
four
and
children
were
Hayes
MILL TONIGHT the purpose of placing the title all
pinned
vent "dry" and Fort Morgan contintive is allowed $25,000 traveling ex
beneath the wreckage of their house TURKISH EDITOR
ues "dry." Cripple Creek went "wet"
in the names of the pur Which
nenses annually. He introduced a bill California's
fire. The mother will
Fort Collins went "dry" by three
Heavyweight
Arrange chasers. It was the result of amica die fromcaught
ASSASSINATED and
her burns. The wires went
restoring the item for the next fiscal
Match at Brooklyn With Tony
votes. Canon City, La Junta," Castle
ble
sale
This
settles
the
proceedings.
down and the
year, which will allow President Taft
was in darkness.
.
Ross, the Italian.
Hazzen Fehmi Effendi Struck Down Rock, Basalt. Evans, Xederland went
titles and there remain now for ad The wind was city
. , to make his western trip free of ex
followed
by a cloud:ew
7. Al
"dry" and Riue, Brush and Brighton
KaufYork,
as Me Entered His Newspaper
April
only certain interests in burst and the river flooded the low
j pens? . to himself. ttfwill be a dim-re rr.an, the California heavyweight, who justment
vent "wet."
Office.
moneys on the. part of some of the lands.
cult fitter, jRepresottfative .Taylor
ADOPT "COMMISSION
Many bridges were washed
is trying to arrange a tnatch with
'
orignal owners of
I nlizerfftn SHcirp thh'nassaee of tn
Constantinople,. April n7. Hazzan
;
away.
Jack Johnson for the heavyweight
PLANrOF government! I
fttni Effendi, Qdjtor of the liberal
" bill
extra
nas juia Deen sumeerea
gram
ine
Bvf'stornv
tuth
San
fri; the house Jtfhring
will
(fclif., April ,
fyego,
tert.
championship,
rounds to
go
Q
a thorough inspection anjl invent J
session) but he hopes to secure a
with-To- ny
April? i 7. Eight a wspaper "Serbesti" was assassin Section irsultei. in an overthrow of
iiphisj ,Tenn.
Ross, the Italifn heavy
as
11
to-office
)iis
entering
hjUvas
the "Regulars." Grant Conrad was
vorable report on it as an amendment weight from Pittsburg, at Fairmount gaMdn by experienced timber 'cruisers persons are knoAli to
tiwm
government officer accom elected
killed in, the storm which swept Misand agricultural experts, and their
to the census bill, which is soon to Athletic Club, Brooklyn
mayor. The Prohibition or
tonight
panying the editor was wounded.
are more than satisfactory "to sissippi last night. The damage was The
- come from the senate. Senator Jones The fight fans will then
dnance was defeated and the coin-wa- s
.be., able-t- o
crime
is
believed to be political.
'
over a wide area.
The towns nf
of Washington introduced a similar get a line on Kaufman's, form n'nri the owners of the properties.1
plan of government
Serbesti has been carrying on a camAberdeen.
West
CottonRich.
size'
placed in effect.
bill in the senate.
Point,
up his chances in event of about
The building of a railroad to tap the
ant, and Starkville were badly dam- paign against the committee of union
with the big negro.
To Aid Santa Fe County.
timber measures and to open up the
and progress.
ped.
The Bunyan,
Tennessee,
Washington,, D, ., April
agricultural lands is in contemplation, school house was
WATER RIGHTS
wrecked causing a
Guggenheim of Colorado presented PREFERRED
and it is more than probable that the
r
WHIPPING
STANDING OF
TO BE TRANSFERRED
panic among the pupils
a memorial from the New Mexico le
coming season will see unusual ae
TO JAIL SENTENCE tlvity in .this field.
islature asking congress to appropri
CROPS REPORTED E Deal Is
g
Reported as Being On at
ate money or land scrip to enable
Hon. Ira Harris, former district BALDWIN WILL CON
for Waters of La
Alamogordo
Named
to
counties
to
Lashed
Santa Fe and Grant
Anderson,
satisfy Brute,
'
judge, In Colorado, with A. B. ReneTEST IS AVERTED Winter Wheat and Rye Not as FaLuz Canon.
the Post and Soundly Trounced
bonded indebtedness incurred to aid
vorable as at Thi6"Time a
han, represented the plaintiff in the
Left Town.
in railroad construction.
,11:1
Yer Ago.
said
is
and
the
cause,
Harris
Judge
Which
Compromise
By
Arranged
Vaucouver, 13. C, April 7. The
Alamogordo, ,N. M., April 7. It
Colorado Delegation to Go to Wash- D. C, April
Washington,
estate
Li
for
the
of
Charles
Mrs.
Receives
attorney
Double
v.
Selby
hipping post, was brought into use
r wheat average, 82.2 per cent of is reported and generally believed
ington'.'
Tutt and for Mr. Skinner in this and
Amount Specified.
normal against 91. :5 a year ago, and that there Is a deal on for the transSenator Guggenheim lias been noti in the' Crow's Nest' district recently kindred matters. Messrs. Harris and
San Francisco, Calif., April 7.
a
man
Anderson
was
when'
named
87.2 against 89.1 a year fer of all of Alamogordo Improvefied that a' committee
representing
Skinner are guests at the residence The threatened will contest over the rye average
rgo, announced in the report of the ment Company's water rights to a
Colorado sugar beet growers will visit given the choice of a whipping or of Mr. Renehan.
estate of the late "Lucky" Baldwin
for an attack on a girl. He chose
It is said that the
of Agriculture issued to- new company.
Washington to urge retention of the jail
has been prevented by a compromise Department
new company contemplates the
and was given the lash.
the
whipping
day.
duty upon importations of Philippine He left town later.
y which Mrs. Rosella Selby, daugh
construction of dams and
WILL BE RELEASED
sugar and has arranged to have the
ter ny me iiirrman s first marriage
to conserve the waste
uservoirs,
of
members meet the
will receive about double the amount
wafers of La Lus? canyon for irrigaON
MAY
FIRST
the finance committee which has
tion. Capable engineers who have
specified in the will.
The agree-fent- .
charge of the. sugar schedule. The SOUTHERN PACIFIC
was reached after an extended
made a careful survey and study of
Former
Los
Anneles
Collector
Tax
is composed of Sena
conference
the situation, report that the water
Rowen
of
representatives,
and High Roller Who Embezzled
tors Burrows, Flint and Smoot.
the widow,. Mrs, Lillian Bennett. Baldfrom La Luz canyon now going to
$265,000 Paroled.
Senator Guggenheim: had a conferIS
RAGE waste would, if Impounded, pop,
win, two other daughters and Mrs.
ence with the finance committee con
Selby. The original legacy for the
and used, Irrigate 2u,600 acres'
San Francisco, Calif., April ?.
cerning duties on lead ores and lead
latter was Los Angeles properly valthis
(J
fertile land, and 25,000 addiFormer Tax Collector
Edward J ued at
bullion and is encouraged in the belief
tional acres in cultivation would inabout
$50,000.
Smith of this city, who in May, 1905
that the duties on these products pro
crease the money circulation in Alawas sentenced by Judge Lawlor to
vided in the present tariff law will
mogordo a million dollars a year.
ten years in the penitentiary for the WENT TO JAIL
be retained intact in the bill which
The report seems so well founded
embezzlement of $205,000 of public
will be reported by the senate com
that many of the land owners are
FOR TWO CENTS
funds, will be paroled from Folsom
mittee.
making plans to take the advantage
lisoiwm May 1st. Smith's friends Missouri
PENSIONS FOR VETERANS
cf the Increased water
Mail Carrier Sentenced to
supply.
have been trying many months to
OF INDIAN WARS
Six Months' Imprisonment for
and
this
his
brother
accomplish
Senator
Washington, ' April 7.
Stealing Stamp.
James B. Smith,
of
SECOND DAY
Hughes has decided, after investigat
DE FRANCE
the
Fuel
Western
Mo., April 7. Because LANDED JIT
Springfield,
who
Company,
TORS
ARE
ELECTED
ing the pension cases of members of
OF CONVENTION
spent a large portion of his fortune, he had stolen two cents given him
the Third Colorado cavalry, .that leghis brother's shortage, to buy a postage stamp Cleveland
good
naking
islation will toe required to place mem
Governor Curry Addresses Cattlemen
will provide for him. The discovery uawuu,. ,1 ruiasivi
county Doy, em- The American Cruiser North
bers of the organization upon a pen May Build Line From Co of the defalcation and Smith's
of Panhandle Visitors Taken
ployed as mail carrier, today was sen
flight
slonable basis. He will introduce a
Carolina
Arrived
the
at
arrest
Out In Autos.
in
St.
Louis
formed one tenced by Judge Phillips to six months
chise to Durango,
measure in the senate extending the
of the most sensational events in ex- - in the reform school. Carroll is said
N.
Roswell,
M., April 7. Governor
Same Time.
Colorado.
benefits of the pension laws to appll
Mayor Eugene Schmitz's administra to have
made
Curry
a rousing address
today
two
cents given
appropriated
cants, whether they took part in the
to the convention of Panhandle Cattion. When captured, Smith
had him to buy a stamp, and
destroyed
Fort de France, Martinique, April 7. tlemen. After
civil war or Indian wars.
his address at the
Louisville, Ky., April 7. The an only $90 left, most of the stolen the letter, and was sentenced for em
Senator Heyburn introduced a bill nual
been
money
a
lavished
in
Cypriano
having
the
Castro,'
a
Armory,
visitors
upon
were taken in
of
rage
of
against
the
stockholders
bezzling
funds.
meeting
postal
to place members of the Forsythe
woman known as "Countess" Leona
the British government and the state automobiles on a trip through the orthe Southern Pacific railway was held
scouts on a pensionable basis under
Brooks. The latter is dying of con
.The stockholders elected di
department at Washington, left the chards and fields that surround Ros-- v
Los Angeles.
in
EMPLOYERS'
ell on every side.
the acts of June 27, 1890 and Feb. 6, today.
sumption
LIABILITY
steamer Guadalupe at this port today
rectors and voted to authorize an is
Tomorrow, the
1907.
last
This organization, made up
and big day, there will be a
and has taken up quarters 011 shore.
sue of $100,000,000 in stock consisting
UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Wild West
largely of volunteers from Colorado of a million shares valued at $100 WHEAT SOARS
Finding all ports in the West Indies er of the show. President Slain.
and other western states, took part in
Cattleman"s Association
each. Practicaly all the stock was
New Haven, Conn., April 7. In sus- excepting Fort de France barred y
OUT
OF
the celebrated battle of Beecher's Is
made
SIGHT
a fine address which
sterday
The directors elected
taining a demurrer entered by coun- against him, his present course was viis 111 part a review of the
land, on the Arickare fork of the Re- - represented.
cattle
the
one
left open to the former business
are: c. A. peaooay, New York; w. B. Peaches
only
Highest Point With One sel for the defendants, New York, Venezuelan
.publican riyer in Colorado, Feb. 17,
during the past year.
HarriMaxwell
dictator.
E.
E.
New
Senor
Castro's
Evarts,
Cutting,
Haven and Hartford Railroad
Exception In Twenty Years On
386$.
man, Robert S. Lovett, C H. Maekay,
Company, Judge Wheeler of the su- wife will continue on board of the
Chicago Board of Trade.
Has Grippe.
William Mahl, W. V, S. Thorne and
perior court, held that the employers Guadalupe to La Guaira. The Ameri- KILLED BY A
Washington, D. C, March 7. Vice-...- Frank A.
can cruiser North Carolina came into
H.
New
of
Vanderlip
York;
resident Sherman late today
d
Chicago, April 7. On a sensational liability act passed by Congress in
FELLOW PRISONER
W. DeForest, Oyster Bay; Robert Goe-lean engagement to attend the
opening, wheat on the board of trade June, 1908, is unconstitutional. The port today.
Newport;Marvin Hughlitt, Chi tcday touched the highest point with plaintiff, William H. Hoxle, sued to
dinner of the Stateu Island club at
Colored Man Horribly Mutilated Yes
cago; H. E. Huntington, San Fran one exception in more than twenty recover $50,000 for Injuries suffered in
St. George tonight, on account of
terday in the City Jail at
CRAZY
SNAKE
Mr. Sherman, it is understood, cisco; Ogden Mils, Staatsburg, N. Y., ears. The first sales of Mnv were coupling cars.
Albuquerque.
124 to 1251-2- ,
lias developed the grippe although no and Robert Walton Goelet, of New
STILL AT LARGE Robert Benefield,
the latter being
a colored man
Additional
stock
had
be
port.
cents higher than Monday's
may
definite information concerning his
by
32 years, died at St. Josenh's
FOLLOWING UP
His Son and Deputy Marshal in (aged
condition could be obtained at the bondholders in exchange for bonds at close.
Sanitarium, at Albuquerque, yesterHotel Manhattan, New York, where $130.
Search of Him Not Heard
ROOSEVELT
of wounds inflicted upon lilm
day,
is
believed
It
that
the
of
FIRST
the
CYCLONE IN
by
be is stopping.
From Thus Far.
yield
a
fellow
prisoner, Leopoldo Torres, in
new stock issue is to be used in part
TWENTY-FIVYEARS
Pasadena, Calif., April 7. Former
7. Chief Crazy the
Okla.,
Guthrie,
April
city jail, some time yesterday
to build the line already surveyed
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Vice President Fairbanks announced Snake is still at large and
has morning. Benefield was
nothing
New York, April 7. Amalgamated, from Cochise, Arizona, to Durango,
asleep when
Wabash, Ind., April 7. The first last night that he would sail from San been heard of his son who with a
dep Torres attacked him with a mallea'7G
1071-4- ;
; Atchison,
Colorado, in greater part passing cyclone in twenty-fivpfd., 103
years struck Francisco on May 16 for a trip of one uty marshal is seeking his father. Re- ble iron stove
N Y. Central, 130
poker. Benefield was
So. Pacific, through western New Mexico
and here last night and injured a score year's duration to include
Hawaii. Ja ports to the governor's office say that discovered in an unconscious condi121
Union Pacific, 1871-2- ;
west of of people, doing thousands o dollars pan, China, Philippines, Australia
Steel, crossing the Atlantic-Pacifi- c
and all is quiet in the vicinity of the tion soon afterward by the
"
350; pfd., 1131-2- .
Bluewater.
police.
of damage.
Africa.
chief's old home.
Torres is
insane.
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first-clas- s

and made and pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
a first-clas- s
tailor, but
an expert designer of
his profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to
get the latest cut 'and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest de- e have done
;ns.
with Eastern
away
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
our customers. Now
you only pay our prof-which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all

Win. FARAIj

j

rnons
up-to-d-

store i

eligman Bros.

Co.

Wholesale anfl Retail Dry Goofls

u

'We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.
BORN & CO

M.

FRED KAUFFMANN
WANAMAKER
XV

oilier mm

nam when

1

BAilAR&S SN0W

Yoii

RHEUMATISM, CUTS, CI..D
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodcl, Dallas, Tex.
writes : "I me Ballard's Snow

anfl

Boys CIotMDf.

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes
Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Suit Cases

A B, C.

Kid Gloves

TREPOUSSE& Cc.

Liniment for my family. It
is the bent Liniment made.
It relieves burns andscalds.'

Mens

Clotiii

Shirts anfl Collars

GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN,
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON

k

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

Mens Mafle to Orfler

BROWN

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
; HERCULES
MONARCH
CLUETT

NIMENT

&

P

O

L'FOR

Box 291.

A

HALF

CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY G00DSJ

MO.,

HOUSE

Sold aoJ ppcniTjjTsended by
Veterinary Surgeon Kills Himself at
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Albuquerque. Was Given an
"Owl" Funeral.
near here, spending two days a week
at home.
Albuquerque, X. M., April 7. "Tell
The widow ig nearly prostrated and
my wife she is the cause of all my denies having made life a burden to
trouble" was the note left by Dr. her husband.
Richard L. Sharp, a veterinarian, who
At his own request, made previous
blew out his brains with a revolver In to his suicide,
Sharp was this aftera little, two-rooshanty in the center noon given an "Owl" funeral and servof the city.
ices were held in the undertaking parSharp went 1o the shack the pre-- lors of an Albuquerque undertaker by
ceding night, saying he had been AUorney G. Volney Howard of the
driven from home and wanted to sleep Owls. The following Owls acted as
there. He had previously been ar- - pall bearers: T. Y. Maynard, Charles
rested on complaint of his wife, who A. Staehlin, Dr. H. B. Kaufman, D. O.
1
U. Bebber, I. H. Ford and W. W.
alleged lie had beaten her.
Besides his wife, Sharp leaves
seven children, five boys and two
COUNTY
j OTERO
girls.
BELIEVES IN EDUCATION
and
his
Sharp
family came here two
years ago from California, having" pre- Ahuhojiordo. N. .vl.. Anril 7. A a
viously lived in Brownwood, Texas.
I
Sharp lately had been foreman for'aj mass meeting of citizens held at
mining company in the mountains Alamo Business Men's Club to discuss the advisability of a bond issue
to erect commodious school buildings, it was decided to postpone the
election and to increase the issue
from $15,000 to $20,000. Otero county,
one of the youngest counties in the
Territory, now has 2,500 pupils enAND
rolled in the public schools, and besides has an institute for the blind
and New Mexico Baptist College both
well attended. From an educational
Itched and Burned Terribly
Arms
point of view Otero county is one of
Could Not Move the leaders.
Affected, Too

IN THE

CITY.

j

NATAHN SALMON.
The largest and the only

Incorporated 1903

1

at SALMON Store

rfan Francisco street.

Established 1856.

1

BLAMED HIS WIFE
FOR HIS TROUBLES

the time to come. Earlier you come the betselect your choice before the best
ter to
are picked out.
numbers

u

El

Jes-vrit-

te

1208.
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and a fcith
.
liann arfl nrrict v nrivate. rime one moiun in w yer.
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.
... r

UP.

Death of Mrs. Inez Garcia Mrs.
Inez (larcia, wife of Daniel Garcia,
died at Albuquerque yesterday at the
age of 30 years.
Warehouse Fire at Las Vegas
Fire on Monday night caused damage
to the extent of $1,000 to the warehouse of the Miller Fruit Company
at Las Vegas.
Died at Insane Asylums-Mr- s.
Baca de Sanchez, of Valencia
county, died yesterday at the Insane
Asylum at Las Vegas to which she
had been admitted a little over a
year ago.
Limited
Accident to California
The bursting of a steam pipe, yesterday, delayed the California Limited
i
the Albuquerque yards for an
hour. Vigil h. Strickland, of Albuquerque, a fireman, was severely inEngineer
jured by the explosion.
Lee, by his quick action, probably
prevented a disastrous wreck.
Found Dead on Train When the
conductor of Train No. 10 from El
at
Paso,
Albuquerque
yesterday,
touched a passenger on the shoulder
for his ticket, he found him to be
dead, having succumbed to heart disease while on his way from El Paso.
The passenger was J. G. Halliday, a
locomotive engineer on his way from
Mexico to Los Angeles, California.

Merchant Tailoring
now
is
Department
running in a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come into
store
our
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
MONFY TO LOAN

DAILY

THE

j

101.

Santa 7a.

j
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IBAR fELDESI

RAW

SCALY

Thumbs Without Flesh Cracking
Sleep and Work Often Impo-

Garden & Flower Seeds

ssibleWas Fairly

&

CUTICURA SOON CURED
HIS FEARFUL ECZEMA

PACKAGE
No. 40

Telephone

CALL AJID SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

I

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

i

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

fbw
9

U

All

m

K.

BARBER

SHOP

FIVE

H-T.

CHAIRS-WIT-

.

All 'first class barbers In charge. Call and
give us a trial at O. K. Barber Shop.

"About a year ago an itching humor
began to appear around the back of my
hand. It started in to spread, and
pretty soon it covered both my hands
and got up over my wrists and even
up to the elbows. The itching and
burning were terrible. My hands got
all scaly and when I scratched, as I
was doing a good part of the time, the
surface would be covered with blisters
and then get raw. The eczema got so
bad in around the pit of my thumbs
that I could not move the thumbs
without deep cracks appearing. I went
to my doctor, but his medicine could
only stop the itching and did not seem
to heal my hands up at all. At night
I suffered so fearfully that I could not
sleep, often lying awake until well toward
morning, then waking up still tired.
I am a chef and steward by trade and
I had to give up my place, as my hands
were so terrible to look at that they
did not like to have me around about
the food. I could not bear to touch
them with water, but when I positively
had to get my hands clean I would rub
them with oil.
"This sort of business went on for
three months and I kept trying zinc
and tar ointments and such remedies
with no particular benefit, I did not
know what to do, for I was fairly worn
out. For a long time several friends
kept asking me why I didn't use Cuti-cuand at last I thought I would.
First I got the Cuticura Soap, then
Cuticura Ointment and at last Cuticura
Resolvent. I put the Cuticura Ointment on at night, covering my hands
"with light cotton gloves. In the morning the inside of the gloves would be
lined with scales, sometimes half as
long as your finger, leaving nice healed
places where the scales had been. In
a month I was cured and have kept so
now for nine months. My hands and
arms are perfectly clear of all traces of
eczema and I think I am well rid of it.
Walter H. Cox, 10 Somerset St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 25, 1908."

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

Wright
Phone
No 14

&

Ditson Tennis Ball

Meed
HARDWARE CO. Wi':

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

It Goes Against the Grain

Telephone No !4tf Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
We Carry the

when a man buys Peed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
Best Lumber. does tot feel lifaco buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
taey can alwe ys rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The befit Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.

IWTrTO

Sole Ajfoncr For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale 'and Retail Dealers In

FLOUR, HAY. GRAIN. POTATOES, SALT StEDS
The: only exclusive grain house InSanta Fe N. M.

J

Cutl-u- n

....

UrmedlM arc nl throurtioMt the wnrll
& Chem, Corp,, Solp Props., Boston
tm. Cuticura Book on Skin Disease.

Potter Vrw
Maw. Mailed

i

Afardi

of every kind tor every purpose. It
isi all good and sound and the kind
preferred by architects and builders.
DIAMONDS
It can be cut to any size desired and
is guaranteed to be tree from Imperfections and thoroughly seasoned. 'Ask
..
your neighbor about us. The Dst RIGHT PRICES
your neighbor about us. The bset
oooD
builders in this section have bought right
Lumber from us and were always Eyes Tested and
satisfied with goods and prices.
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE,
$46 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

I
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H C. VOWTZ

MbXICAN

.

HL1UKEE

WATCHES
RIGHT SERVICE:

Fltled By Up.l0.
Date Method.

C We Dttd0T7

m

pays

K1

e
tender
of tine Toilet Goods contains
the correct thing for my lady's toilet.

Are hard on delicate and

Somsthiog for Baby's Tender Skin also.

1

Is Forc Complete Than Ever

Roberts, E H Baca
P. S. Rivera, Al G. Slaughter

and W. M. Perry

INqTHIS LINE

ra

Goods.

S. Spitz
...

0.

247 San Francisco Street

Co.
inter
Grocery
W
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Worn Out,

OUR STOCK

W.

BOTH

BULK

AGENTS

faces-Ourlin-

IK'S PlilCY
PHONE NO. 213
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ALL OUT OF SORTS.
For Constipation.
AND
L. II. Farnhani, a prominent
Never Felt
1uggl.st of Spirit Lake, Iowa, says: Has Any Santa Fe Person
That Way7
"Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Feel all out of sorts?
Tablets are certainly the best thing
the present session ot
Although
on the market for constipation.'" Give
Tired, Blue, Irritable, Nervous?
to conCongress was called specially
Back feel lame and achy?
these tablets a trial. You are certain
several
sider the revision of the tariff,
That's the story of sick kidneys-B- ad
to find them agreeable and pleasant
bills have been introduced relating to
blood circulating about;
ir. effect.
Price, 25 cents. Samples
be
mining interests. They will hardly
Uric acid poisoning the body.
free. For sale by all druggists.
session.
the
at
considered
present
Just one way to feel right again,
A New Mining Bureau Bill.
Cure the sluggish kidneys;
Subscribe for the Dally New
Do it with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Representative Coudrey has intro
esand set the news.
Fe
Doan's have cured many Santa
duced a new bill (H. R. 14S0) to
Dein
the
mines
of
bureau
tablish a
people.
is
Here'a one case.
partment of the Interior. The bill
which
110
Johnson
that
St., somewhat different from
Toribio Rodrlques,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I suffered was pending during the last Congress,
off and on for several months from and provides that there shall be estabTHE
backache and pains across my loins. lished a bureau of mines whose duty
Mornings when I attemptel to work it shall be, under the direction of the
my back so greatly Jlatressed me that Secretary of the Interior, "to make
often I would have to sit down to ob- technologic investigations on mining;
tain relief. Finally the pain became extracting, and utilizing, the mineral
so constant that I was in great mis- substances of the United States and
ery. I then began using Doan'a Kid- the Improvement of the methods and
ney Pills, procured at Stripling and conditions under which mines are op
Burrows' drug store, and in a short
erated with a view to the prevention
time I was entirely cured."
of mine accidents, the waste of matesale by all dealers. Price 50
For
rial, the betterment of mining condiFor all Coughs ' and Colds,
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milburtions, and the development of the var
New York, sole agents for the United ious
Diarrhoea, both in children and
mining industries." The director
States.
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
bureau is to receive a salary
the
of
Remember the name Doan'9 and
Stomach Complaints.
of $0,000 per annum, and is to be aptake no other.
There is no more efficient
pointed by the president and with the
Liniment and Medicated Oil
advice and consent of the senate. The
Engraved cards devised and wed- director is to prepare and publish for
than the INTERNATIONAL.
ding Invitations a specialty at the New gratuitous distribution reports of the
Mexican Printing Office.
Any one results of the
inquiries and investigastanding in need of such will do well tions conducted under the provisions
to call at this office and examine sam- of the act. He is also, with the apThese remedies can be found
ples, style of work and prices.
proval of the Secretary of the InteFor Sale by all Druggists and
rior, to appoint for service in WashDealers in Medicine I
A Healing Salve for Burns, Chapped
ington and elsewhere such experts
Hands and Sore Nipples.
and other employes as may be necesAs a healing salve tor burns, sores, sary to carry out the provisions of
sore nipples and chapped hands the act. It is specified that no exCompounded Solely, By
Chamberlain's
Salve is most excel- aminations shall be made for private
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
lent. It allays the pain of a burn persons, except where such examinaalmost instantly, and unless the In- tions involve the
OF NEW MEXICO.
question of public
jury is very severe, heals the parts
on public lands.
or
prospecting
safety
without leaving a scar. Price, 25
HCentral
New Mexico
Mine Experiment Station.
cents. For sale by all druggists.
Representative Martin of South Dakota, has introduced a bill to estabstations to aid
lish
in the development of the mineral resources of the United States and for
other purposes (H. R. 2189). The
measure provides that there shall be

IKS

Mr.

GET TO USING

Best

They Are The

n

'

mining-experime-

FORD MODEL T CARS

ROADSTER

&

TOURING CARS

established an experiment station in
each of the states and territories
where there are natural deposits of
the precious metals In commercial
quantities whenever in the judgment
of the Secretary of Commerce and
Labor such action is desirable to promote the development of the mineral
resources of the United States. At
each station there is to be appointed
an expert geologist at a salary of
and a competent and experienced
is to be spent each year in establish
ing and equipping each of the experi
ment stations. The stations are to an
alyze and assay all rock, cement, clay
or
material that may
be deposited with them for the purpose of ascertaining the exact amount
of gold, cinnabar, silver, copper, wolfram, tin, or any other mineral or
metal known for its value in the arts
and sciences and to furnish at a noni
inal charge a full analysis of each
$3,-00- 0

;If jyou are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passenger Roadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our'
JUO!) Models.
The wonderful performances of this car over New
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying
and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
f

three-passenger-

'

.

For Demos tration

EARL MAYS,
Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.

102 E.

call Upon

FORD

AGENCY

TEN

SANTA"

FE, tf.
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YEARSROM NOW

Clipped From the Columns of the
Martian News, Published On the
Planet Mars.
Special Flash Correspondence to The
News.
Santa Fe, N. M., U. S. A., Earth,
March 29, 1919.
Ten Years From Now Santa Fe
will soon be the Mecca for conventions, as the city is to have one of
the largest and best equipped auditoriums in the country. The foundation for the new structure has been
will soon
M iirted and the structure
ha well under way. The building is
far larger than the one at Denver
and will comfortably house the largThe old
est kind of a convention.
l.oman amphitheatre idea Is being
tarried out so that the seating in
the building will completely surround
a large arena,
it is intenuea u uhb
the structure not only for conventions and conclaves, but for great
events and circuses.
athletic
a dozen or more large and im- pcrtant conventions are scheduled to
meet in Santa Fe next year. rIhe
is but
wilding of this auditorium
another proof of the rapid and marvelous growth of the ancient city.
At last the athletic spirit In Santa
l'e has been fully aroused and an
pihletio association has been formed
for the purpose of erecting a large
The
gymnasium and club house.
gymnasium is to be equipped with all
the latest athletic paraphernalia and
within the building a full mile running track is to be built. A large
section will be fitted out with lockers so that each member of the club
will have his own; private locker.
Shower baths will be installed and
in the basement provision is to be
made for the construction of a spapool.
cious bathing and swimming
This latter feature will be a special
blessing, something that Santa Fe
has never known before, as during
V
the summer it will afford most comfortable delight to those who care to
t;ke a plunge. Instructors are to be
engaged for the purpose of teaching
boxing, fencing, swimming, in fact
everything in the athletic line. The
younger element of Santa Fe is much
excited over the announcement that
the city is to have such an excellent
gymnasium and every one is eager
to become a member of the association.
In the near future the governor is
expected to give out an interesting
interview on politics as he observed
the same on the planet Mars on his
lecent trip.
v

WHEN THE CLOCK
HANDS TURN BACK
Mexican

of

OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

1

11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the. President

course.

Garrison,

QJ0 CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.

Bar-anc- o

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brighfs
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic

Affections, : Scrofula,
La
Catarrh,
Grippe, all Female Com- plaints, etc, Board, lodging and bath- ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week;" $50
month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request, This resort Is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m.. the
same day. For further particulars
.

address:

jCallenU. Taoi Cou nty.
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Through Academic course, preparing young

Dien for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlet location

of any Military School in the Union. Located
the garden
n the beautiful Pecos Valley
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during Bession.
Einven Ofticnr;and Instructors, all graduates from mardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars aod Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAt. W. WILLION,

Superintendent

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.
College of Letters and

FIVE SCHOOLS:

Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

ERSITT

'at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

the Daily

Parts of the World.

All

g

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE

SIN6LE

N. ffl

NO. 9

CMAS. CLOSSON.

pig1bfg- -

,

Indian ami

ANTONIO JOSEPH PfOOrtetOr.
Oj

5

mm)

'

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

e

"A."

CALL UP 'PHONE

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Aneient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles west
'Of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
.Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate
very dry. and delightful the - entire
year round. There is now a commodious-hotel
for the convenience of Invalids and tourists. People suffeing
Irom consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.
"These waters' contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of the Southwest."
Detailed by War Departmert.
Oflicers
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The Wert

,

NEWDMEXICO COLLEGE

W. E.

j

New
TO
April 6, 1889.
well
a
organized
has
Santa Fe'
baseball team which will play its
mineral-bearinfirst game Sunday.
Hon. B. Seligman and wife are exSave Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
pected to return from Philadelphia
on the morning train.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
Celery grown in Santa Fe is rec- MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
ognized as being the finest on the
continent. The same is true regardPayable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
ing asparagus.
and all Foreign Countries.
A lengthy petition signed by nearly
The geologist
sample or specimen.
in charge is to conduct mineral ex every, prominent citizen of Santa Fe
REMITTANCES SENT BY
to the board of
plorations wnen not otnerwise en- has been presented
commissioners
protesting
gaged. The bill is parallel to one county
introduced for the same purpose last fgainst refunding outstanding railor funding any unpaid
Congress, but which then received road bonds
coupons.
comparatively little attention.
April 7, 1889.
A Proposed Dictionary.
Edward Monfort, son of H. A. Mon-for- t,
Representative Stephens has in
formerly of this city died at Altroduced a bill (H.
requiring buquerque yesterday of tuberculosis.
the Geological Survey to publish 20,- Traveling musicians are entertain000 conies of a book to be known as ing large crowds at the Exchange
a "Dictionary of the Minerals and Hotel.
Justice Ortiz today sentenced a
Ores of the United States," which
man who stole a pair of pantashall describe
young
the various minerals
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HOUSES,
and ores found in the United States or loons frof Gerdes's store, to three
BIJ6G1ES, SURRIES. HACKS.
or ten dolterritories, giving as far as practicable months in jail and a fine
the locality where found and where lars.
Bids are being received for work
possible a pictorial reproduction in
on the government Indian School.
their natural colors and such other
All bids must be in this week.
information as would in the opinion
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
A move is on among the citizens
of the director of the Geographical
of Santa Fe to improve the appearDrivers Furnished. Rates Right.
Survey be useful to citizens of the ance of the plaza by sodding it or by
United States, and particularly of the
planting blue grass seed.
mining states. Of this book 1,000
east
occurred
A
wreck
bad
copies are to be for the use of the of
on the
the Raton tunnel
senate and 2,000 copies for the mem- Atchison,
Santa
and
Topeka
bers of the House of Representatives, Fe,
two
when
last Saturday,
double-heade- r
passenger trains colThe trains were telelided head-on- .
MYSTERIOUS FIRE
scoped and an unknown man was
seriously InAT STANLEY killed, white many were was
caused
The
misfortune
jured.
from
to
a
receive
orders
failure
by
Two Frame Buildings Went Up In
the train dispatcher.
Flames aid Smoke On Monday
Morning Loss Almost $3,000.
"One Touch of Nature Makes the
527 San Francises Street
Whole World Kin."
Between twelve and one o'clock
When a rooster finds a big fat
Monday morning, a fire of unknown worm he calls all the hens in the farm
origin broke out in the general merto come and share It. A similar
chandise and meat store belonging to yard of
human nature is to be obtrait
William Hogrefe at Stanley, southern served when a man discovers some
Santa Fe county.
The building, thing
exceptionally good he wants all
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opats,
which is a
frame affair, his friends and neighbors to share the
was soon a complete mass of flames. benefits of hiTurquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
discovery. This Is the
The blaze was communicated almost touch
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.
of nature that makes the whole
immediately to the
build- world kin. This
explains why people
T
ing in which N. M. Fischer has his who have been cured by Chamberreal estate office and this too be- - lain's
Cough Remedy write letters to
came prey to the uncontrollable
the manufacturers for publication,
ment. After the fire was discovered
that others similarly ailing may also
every effort was made to extinguish use It and obtain relief. Behind ev
it, but to no avail. Both buildings
ery one of these letters is a warm
were totally destroyed. " The
r
hearted wish of the writer to be of
EVERYTHING
grefe building was insured for $950, use to someone else. This remedy is
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS
while Jhe loss is estimated as being for sale
SUCH AS
by all druggists.
close to $2,500,
The loss on Fish- Ladies'
Cloaks, and
er's building is between $200 and
The Now Mexican can ffo printing
Youths
Men's
$30Q, without insurance.
Skirts,
equal to that done in any of the large
and Boys Suits etc.
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
The New Mexicar Printing Corn- - work we turn out.
Try our stock
WILL BE SOU) BKLOW COST
pany has on hand a large supply of once and you will certainly come
pads and tablets suitable toj school again. We have all the faclltlsa for
turning out every class of work, inand merchants;' good everywLWe cluding one of the best binderies in
win sel1 them at 5 cent8 in b00k form- - the West
.
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GREAT SLAUGHTER
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The feeding of lambs with kaffir
corn is being made a succesa in the
lower Pecos Valley. Last year, one
firm shipped three cars of kaffir corn
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
ATTORNEYS-FLAW.
fed lambs to market from lloswell
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
F.
WALTER.
A.
PAUL
and this year the same firm shipped
Editor and President.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
thus far two cars. It paid them well
Treasurer.
K.
STAUFFER, Secretary
JOHN
Attorney-at-Law- .
and demonstrates that a new and
Fe
Santa
New Mexico
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
piactically untried industry needs but
D E;
A
1TW
EDWARD
extensive
rather
than
3.75 enterprise,
Daily, six montns, by mall
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION,
Attorney-at-Law- .
capital, to make it a success. With
f .20
Practices in the Supreme and DisDally, per week, by carrier
t.00 millions of .acres being put under
75 Weekly, per year
carrier
Courts of the Territory, in the
tons
trict
of
Dally, per montk, by
millions
of
feed
with
plow,
1.00
65 Weekly, six months
stuff more being raised each year, Probate Courts and. before the U. S.
Jaily, per month, by mail
.75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dmlly, per year, by mall
New Mexico should feed its own Surveyor General and U. S. Land
stuff for the butcher and find It prof- Offices,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
New Mexico
itable in more than one way, for it Las Cruces
save
would
C.
E.
transportation
heavy
ABBOTT,
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to charges, would give a good market
Attorney-at-Law- .
circulation
and
a
and
has
growing
in
the
large
for home feed stuffs and would give
Territory,
very postofflce
Practice in the District and SuIn the preme Courts.
employment to idle hands.
mong the intelligent and progressive poople of the Southwest.
Prompt and careful
Greeley, Colorado, feeding
district, attention given to all business.
alone, a million dollars were received Santa Fe
New Mexico
this spring from muttons,
130,000
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
; head
having been fattened in the
A. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davles,- - '
of that district.
There are
pens
.
Attorneys-at-LawROMANCE.
A NEW MEXICO
RAILROADS AND SALOONS.
many points in New Mexico possessPractice in the Supreme and DisFinch Kelly has written a ing: greater advantages for feeding
Florence
tbe
accuse
will
readers
of
its
None
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
trict
Deliver Republican of being a Pro- romance with New Mexico color. She purposes, than does Greeley, Colo- specialty. Office in Catron Block.
reano
is
there
and
rado,
adequate
Santa Fe hibition advocate, nor will any one has called It' "The Delafield Affair", son
New Mexico
why New Mexico feeders should
A. E. McClurg
Is
the
and
it
of
by
published
the
"Katy"
managers
knowing
CHARLES
F.
EASLEY,
Dot
a
muttons
million
the
on
place
Railroad System, accuse them of be- &. Co. Those acquainted with the
(Late Surveyor General)
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The oldest banklnp Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1I7
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
"VI A. HUGHEt, Vice 'President?' ALFRED" H. BRODHEAD,
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Its

branches.
Loan
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
sectirlty. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets far
col-late-- tl

Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and

foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfer of money to ail parts of the civilized
world on is liberal terms ac are given by
any money transmitting
agency, pubMc or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of tdree per cent per annum, on six months' or
year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and
products. The bank
ixecutes ah crders of Its patrons In he banking line, and aims te
xtenJ to thffi; aa Jbtrrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with kafety and the principles vt sound banking.
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One of the Best Hotels in the West!
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Cuisine and. Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Traveler
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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CORONADO

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality
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Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 60c. Up.
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Barnes left today for her

Mrs. J. D.
husband's ranch at Moriarty.
Mrs. R. M. S.lazar of Albuquerque
Is vlsltlug friends in Santa Fe.
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-- OF MILLINERY
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Governor Curry will be home from
Koswell' by Saturday evening.
L. L. Lyons, who travels out of
Denver is storing at the Claire.
H. C. Ablegate, a traveling man
cut of St. Louis, is registered at the
Falace.
John Akers and wife yesterday left
for their ranch at Cuba, Sandoval
county.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford is
Ros-welexpected home tonight from

$50,000.
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Contractor J. H. McHughes is up
from the Cash Entry mine near Cerj

takes

that
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times.
all
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will twelve
business with the assurance that you
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to
In
Come
own.
story.
tells

F. B. Baptist, a Cincinnati, Ohio,
traveling man, is quartered at the ,
Claire.
S. C. Hau, traveling out of Trini-- !
dud, is in Santa Fe today. He is at
the Claire.
Judge H. L. Waldo has returned to
Las Vegas from a visit to his Kansas
City home.
E. E. Van Home, inspector for the
territorial cattle sanitary board, left
this forenoon for Taos.
Judge Ira Harris and Edward E.
Skinner of Colorado, are guests of
at the Willows on
A. B. Renehan
East Palace avenue.
Deputy Internal Revenue Collector
F. T. Blandy leaves tonight for Alr
buquerque to testify as a witness
the U. S. Court.
Maude Simonson, connected with
the Star grocery at Moriarty, was
among the many visitors who came
to attend the circus.
Hon. Frank Springer, after
the meeting of the board of regents of the territorial museum left
last evening for his home at Las Ve-gas.
Dr. J. II. Sloan returned this noon
ft oin Chicago, where he had accom
panied C. L. Talmadge on the special
train which made a record run from
Sunt a Fe to Chicago.
X. M. Fisher, whose place of business burned
down, at Stanley, on
hist Sunday night is in Santa Fe on
business. His wife is with him, both
being registered at the Normandie.
J;
Kennedy, a,.telegraph opeiy
ator at Estancia, came up an yesterday's; special. itraln tOi attend the circus and visit his friend, Edward C.
Cooke, operator for4 the; I AVestern
Union.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien,
who had ventured out yesterday to
attend to business at the Capitol, has
suffered a relapse and is again confined to bed with inflammatory rheu-
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J. W. Braun, who is living on the
Dockweilcr ranch at Tesuque, having come to New Mexico in search
of health, came in to town yesterday
with Alphonse Dockweiler to attend

a
m

biock

Catron

the circus.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa and son left this morning
on the Santa Fe Flyer for Albuquerque, from where they will go over the
New Mexico Eastern to their old homo
at Roswell, expecting to return to
Santa Fe by Sunday evening.
Mrs. Peyton Gordon and daughter
are visiting Mrs. Francis C. Wilson
on Johnson street. Mrs. Gordon is
cn her way from California to WashMr. Gordon, who has been
ington.
in the Northwest prosecuting timber
fiaud cases for the government, is
expected in Santa Fe shortly.
Dr. R. W. Corwin, chief surgeon of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, and a student of archaeology,
who has done good work especially
in arranging the museum at Cornell
University at Ithaca, and in arranging

Hew

In All

Late!
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Take out an Insurance
today, then if
burns
your building1
tonight, your saving are
protected. We represent
the most reliable companies.
GEO. M. KIN SELL
249 San Francisco St

the New Shades

"DREDGING"

!

If, you ask a man his opinion about an investment, and he

knows nothing about it, he always gives "Punch's" celebrated
U advice to persons about to marry "Don't."
Horace Greeley used to say that you could sell a man a gold
brick, but you could not sell him a brick of gold.
He stationed a man one time in front of the Tribune office in
New York City with a tray of $10 gold pieces with orders to sell
them at $5 each. He sold eight in a day.
Every one knew they were counterfeit, of course! But they
did not stop to think that no one dared to sell counterfeits pub1
licly. The government never stops to count costs in convicting a
counterfeiter.
The "Don't" advice keeps many persons from buying into d
good investment and making from 10 to 50 per cent interest till
the price is so high they only net4 to 6 per cent, and it is. a "conservative" investment.
The "Don't" advice kept' many persons from buying into the
Bell Telephone Company whenjt was begging for money. Now
it is so high you have to pay to even look at the stock !
The "Don't" advice kept people from buying into Mrs. Hearst's
b,ig Homcstake mine when' it was only 25 cents a share. Now iJ
pays a dividend of 50 cents a share a month and you can buy a
whole share for $92
Mrs. Hearst recently made the University of California a present of a mining building that cost her $595,000 ! Mining does

I

pay!
-

i

.

'

The "Don't" advice shoiild not keep you from buying into our
Dredging Company while the price is low. It has better prospects
than anything ever offered here. The price will go up again in a
'
"
'
'
short time.
"

MRS. L. A. HARVEY,
1

--

Santa FeN. M.

me

Unequalled for price.
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ber of friends dropped in upon him
in honor of his birthday anniversary.
The surprise was planned by Bard-sbar'- s
wife and worked out to a
The party was entirely a
nicety.
stag affair and took on the nature of
a solo party.
Refreshments were
served and all enjoyed a splendid
sur-time. Bardshar was further
nKod when presented with a beautiful elk's' head inkstand, silver trim-i'd and engraved, a lacquered smoking set and a silver bottle opener.
Those present, were Messrs.
Jaffa,
Green,
Sargent,
Knapp, Grygla,
March, Mueller, Spitz, Gable and
I'landy.
Simon Xeustadt, merchant at Los
Limas, Valencia county, is a visitor
in Santa Fe.
1

(Continued

a museum in Michigan, was homeward bound to Pueblo, Colorado, last
evening. He is a regent of the territorial museum and is very enthusias- tic about its work.
Charles F. Lummis, editor of Out
West and well known author, who
with his son, a charming lad of tender
years, was a visitor in Santa Fe for a
few days, left for his home at Los
Angeles this afternoon. Mr. Lummis
spent the years of his youth in the
Land of Sunshine and has written
more beautifully about it than any
other writer has ever done. He is a
regent of the territorial museum and
has a great and active interest in
southwestern archaeology.
Mr. Henry P. Bardshar, internal
revenue collector, was pleasantly
surprised last evening when a num--

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
one of the best physicians
in this
country for years and is a regular pre
scription. It is composed of the best
tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what
produces such wonderful results In
curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials
free.

.

F. J. CHENEY
.

&

CO., Props.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

M(MI

4 w

Men. whom you know.

n

On

VO

No poultry fence made equals it. We have a lartre
stock, its reasonable, and WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
We Sell China, Glass, and Queensware, Furniture,
Paints, Oils, Colors. Glass, Wall Finish and Wall
Paper, Alabastine, Muresco Harness and Saddlery,
Tents and Camp equipment, Pumps, Pipe and
Fittings, Roofing, Spouting.
We do Plumbing, Roofing Spouting, Tiowork;
Stove and Range Impairing and General Jobbing
Leave Your Orders for Screen Doors and Windows
Painting and Paparing We have the Goods and we
senc' a competent workniau to do the job Home

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"
Mail Order Solicited.

Phone No 83.

si

rf

...
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Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the. news.

OPERA

HOUSE

A. M. DETTELBACH,

Mgr.

Cosed

GREATLY AMUSES

PRICES

THE

FROM

FOR

OLDER-HEAD-

WHERE
Buy here
and save express

OF

THE' FAMILY

charges.

the REAL VICTOR

that is the real thing you can't tell it
irom the actual human voice; That s what
people say every day, upon hearing the
NEW VICTOR PHONOGRAPH that is now being
RACKET STORE" And when their
shown at
amazement is over they further exclaim
"WHAT AN IMPROVEMENT OVER
a
THE ORIGINAL OLD MACHINES,
WHY THAT IS SIMPLY WONDERFUL"

W

UNTIL

Easter Monday

APRIL 12th
'

Wait for the Great Show

ThatNieht

H.S.

ME

RANGE

to
$10.00
SAME
$300.00
PRICE EVERY-

CHILDREN

AND AN EDUCATOR

m

now possible to bring the greatest singers of
the age, the grand opera, tbeatre or vauderille stag 3
to your center table:

It is

THE LEADING

T

-

!

Tie CeleWEi Avery Line
Unexcelled for quality.

policy

:.;

T1111

harrows, planters cultiva
tors discs.

is the Time

Now

;

DIRECTORS
N. A. PERRY

itows. double shovels,
lows (pony to the riaest 14
ach steel beam) bu tootn

rillos.

ember
ijs
are at your service,

YOUR

...

,

A MUG LEU.
CORNER PLAZA

ll

Bernstein, a traveling man with
New York headquarters, is at the
.,

j--'JUrU

TT PAYS to be watch-fuof your own interests don't wait until
your home burns down
before taking Insurance,
for then it is to late.

M.

Claire.,

Pnn iha in urn Int. fr tV)A
line
.Ulfr'A'l'7!'Jcy5
.,4
-- Vfrfifia rakes, forks, spades, car- cultivators, orcnara
l

AT

MISS

l.

SANTA FE, N. M.

IMPLEMENTS

he Racket Stor
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

E

THK ONE PRICE STORE

SOME

NEW MUSIC
ARRIVING EVERY
WEEK

SUGGESTIONS
For Lenten

SUPPLIES
Smoked Halibut
Whale Codfish,
Salt Mackerel
Holland Harriae

O. C WATSON & COM PAN Yf

Kippered Herring
Rolled Herring with Pickles
Spiced Herring

N31MNCE

AMERICAN CREAM
ROQUEFORT & IMPORTED SWISS CHEESE

YOU WANT THE

Salmon
Clam Juice

Sardines

A

Clams

N

Soft Shelled Crabs
Deviled Cribs

E
D

Anchovie Paste
Mackerel in tomato
sauce
Shedded codfish

yjutiEsco.
'ike a.

FURNISH IT

When you buy INSURANCE, you
cannot afford to make it a matter
of sentiment.

Lobsters
N Salsa Para
Shrimp

Crab Meat
Chile and Beans

BEST-W- E

For anything and everything appertaining to Printiag or Bindinj
call on the Npw Mexican Y nnnnjr uompanT.
V

WW

It

J.I

Drink
Pabst

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

V

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

PAGE

NOTICE

flew Fjexico Central Railroad; Time Table.
KKA

RKAL) DOWN
NO

8
4
6
6
6

MILKS

1

26 p m
26 p m
85 p III

22
41

14

62

8 10

8 48
9 30
7 55
11 45
8 00

MuIutuMb

Ar.'
Lv.

92
99
116
7
7
6
6

Oil

Ar.

05
60
50 p in

6,140
6,125
6,210
6.295

Lv.

Ar,
Lv,

,St. Louis
(HiluaKo!
K1 Haso

Ar.

6,250
6,175

t

Torrance
Torrance
Kansas Olty

Ar.

Lv.r

a iii
am
p m
a m

2 13

7,000
6,050

Lv.
Ar.

KSTANC1A
WUIiard
Prottreso
Blanca

80

p in
pm
p in
m
am
am

Ar.

(Santa Ke

68

V

12

6.475;
49 a 111

10 40

p 111
a in
p m

8 59
11 30
1 15

6 20
05
05
2 22
1 55
1 25
1 00
4
8

p m
p m

p in
p in
p in
p ui
p in
p ni
11 55 a m
11 85 a in
am
' 10J5
10 50 a in
10 40 a m
10 02 p in

p in

m

J. Pi LYNG.
FREIGHT

PASSENGER AGENT.

AND
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SI. Louis Rocky Mt

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Palace.
J. V. Braun, Tesuque; Alphonse
Dockweiler,
Edgar L.
Tesuque;
Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff;
New York; J. P. Kearmey,
Street,
vs.
Ustancia; E. C. Coake, city; William
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting P. Morely,-ElidH. C. Applegate,
Company, et al., Defendants.
St. Louis; W. E. Smith, La Veta.
Notice is hereby given that tho unClaire.
dersigned, heretofore appointed SpeM. C. Haas, C. Ripson,
Racine,
cial Master, under and by virtue of Wis.; L. L. Lyons, Denver; J. H.
the decree of foreclosure rendered in McHughes, Cash Entry; S. C. Hau,
F. B. Baptist, Cincinnati;
the District Court of the First Judi- Trinidad;
P,
T,
Boston; M. Bernstein,
Long,
cial District of the Territory of New
We have never claimed that S. S. S. was a medicine to work
York.
Xew
of
the
Mexico, within and for
County
Coronado.
wonders, nor one that would cure every physical ailment or disorder.
Santa Fe, entered on the 7th day of
Clara
Delia
Zella
More than forty years ago it was placed on the market and recommended
Jackson,
Higgins,
January, A. D., 1909, in that cause
C.
Mrs.
Lona
Mrs.
Pallou,
Marshall,
is
Maddison
D.
K.
as
a blood purifier, and today, after a long and successful career, and
wherein Thomas
B. Seaman,
Maude Sinionson,
Consolidated
and
The
Mining
plaintiff
when its use has become almost universal, only the same honest claim
S. W. Crlswell,
Mcintosh;
& Smelting Company, et al., are deis made for it that it is a cure for those diseases and disorders arising
the Charles B. Gooden, Chilili; Mrs. E.
fendants, will, on Wednesday,
from an impure or polluted blood. Time makes no mistakes, and the
Orniis-ton- ,
14th day of April, 1909, at the hour of fi. Dunning; Mrs. Francis C.
Harper, Kansas; C. E. Callanvery best recommendation of S. S. S. is the fact that it has stood a long
2 o'clock p. m., at the front door of
NeeW.
E.
der,
Cerrillos;
Holsinger,
test and is now more generally used, and has the confidence of a
the court house, in the City of Santa
dles, Calif.
Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico,
greater number of people than any other blood medicine.
Normandie.
sell at public auction to the highest
The blood is the most vital force of life; every organ, nerve,
Logan Carr, Hugh Carr, Roosevelt,
and best bidder for cash, in accord-pnetissue and sinew of the body is dependent on it for nourishment
muscle,
with the said decree, the follow- C'kla.; William Crook, Pipertown,
and
strength, and as it circulates through the system, pure and rich, it
Minn.; N. M. Fischer and wife,
ing described property,
to these different members the healthful properties needed to
furnishes
M.
West,
All that mining and smelting prop- Stanley; D. T. Broadus, H.
,
Robin-sunVitlal
and enable them to
R.
E.
them
Santa
Olives,
Moriarty;
preserve
erty located at Los Cerrillos,
J.
Glorieta;
Itasca,
duties. So
Armstrong,
constituting
New
various
their
Mexico,
Fe County,
perform
.
Having used S. S. S. extena smelter, and also the following Texas; B. B. Smith, Hyer; John Dil-seI can testify to its merits
free from
blood
the
as
remains
sively
long
Denver; George G. Ide, Las
as
blood
a
mines or mining claims located in
purifier and tonic.
disto
infection we are apt
escape
enriches, purines and
It
said Cerrillos Mining District, in said
cleanses the blood of all impurease, but any impurity, humor or
The Tom
County and Territory:
the
ities, and at the same time is a
on
acts
sysGolden
injuriously
The
poison
Payne Mining Claim,
tonic
wonderful invig-oratorSELLS
FLOTO
Mintem and affects the general health.
Eagle Mining Claim, The Sukie
and system builder. It is also
Pustular eruptions, pimples,
AN IN JAIL
a fine remedy for Rheumatism.
ing Claim, The Sukie, Jr. Mining
It is master of this very painClaim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
rashes, and the various skin affecful disease, and as a tonic to
The Santiago Mining Claim, together He Helped Himself to Sets of Harshow that the blood is in a
tions,
ftlso
give appetite, strength to the
with all improvements theron;
ness and Other Articles at Las
nerves and build up the sysfeverish condition as a result of
acres of land, more or less,
thirty-fiv- e
tem it has no equal.
Vegas Without Leave.
the
of
an
or
some
18,
Section
humor,
presence
in the southeast quarter of
It is a very fine medicine
acid. Rheumatism
fiery
and I have every confiirritating,
Township 14 North, Range 8 East.
indeed,
Las Vegas, N. M., April 6, 1909.
dence
in
it.
of
Also two dwelling houses, one ofuric
acid
an
excess
from
conies
George McNagel. one of the emMRS. F. L. BAILEY.
fice and assay building, safe, desks,
while
in
the
circulation,
Catarrh,
ployes of the Sells Floto shows, stole
70S Linden St., Clearfield, Fa.
chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's a set of
and Ulcers, Scrofula and
Sores
and a coat
harness
single
one bin house with from
implements;
F. H. Gehring, sold it to the Contagious Blood Poison, are all
one elevator, one mo- L. O. Brown
crusher,
Trading Company for deep-seate- d
blood disorders that will continue to grow worse as long as
one roller,
tor, 15 horse-power- ;
SH.r.O.
He went to the barn of W. D.
one screen, 3 feet
the cause remains. Bad blood may come from various causes, such as
one crusher,
Lee, manager of the Colorado Tele-one
by 10; two sampling machines;
hone Company and stole a set of a sluggish condition of the system, imperfect bowel and kidney action,
chain elevator; one. engine, 30 horse- harness from him which he sold to
indigestion, etc., or the trouble may be inherited; but whatever the cause
power; two boilers, GO horse-power- ;
& Havens for $11. This worked
the blood must be purified before the body can be healthy.
Clay
one feed pump; one heater with en- so well that he went to the barn of
It is made entirely
S. S. S. is a natural blood purifier and tonic.
one blower; one Dr. William
gine, 75 horse-poweSparks, stole two single
barks of recogand
herbs
and
of
extracts
harmless
of
the
roots,
juices
shovels, and a set of double
dynamo; one force pump;
harness, a wheelminerals is an
all
harmful
and
from
free
supelectric
nized
curative
ability,
being
picks, steel bars, tools,
barrow .and a Navajo blanket, all of
lead furnace; one which he sold to M. L.
into the
S.
S.
down
S.
old.
for
safe
medicine
or
plies; one 100-togoes
young
Cooley, the absolutely
copper funace; slag pots, set- liveryman, for $11.
Marshal
Ben circulation and removes any and every trace of impurity, humor or
tling pots, bullion moulds, wheelbar- Coles spotted him on the street wearIt freshens and enriches the blood and cures promptly and
rows; steam, water and air pipe; slag ing the stolen coat. He arrested him poison.
Skin
elevator building; one motor, 15 and, after considerable questioning, permanently Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula,
disorders.
S.S.S.
blood
all
other
horse-poweblacksmith's shop and McNagel confessed to the robberies Diseases, ContagiousBlood Poison, and
matte house, blacksmith tools, anvil, pnd informed the marshal whfre the is the most reliable and at the same time a most pleasant acting medibellows, crusher; motor, 15 horse- stolen property could be found. Last cine for those whose blood has become weak and who are suffering with
power; reverbatory furnace building; night, about 10 o'clock the marshal Anaemia, Malaria or some other debilitating sickness.
reverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime noticed that there was no light in
A blood purifier is especially needed in the Spring to cleanse tht
iron the jail. He went In to investigate
kiln; dust flume with
circulation
of the impurities which have accumulated during the
stack; one railroad scales, one wagon and found that McNagal had dug a
shut-in
life
of
one
hole
in;
Winter, and S. S. S. is the most reliable and certain of
the ceiling nearly large
scale, and three platform scales;
two enough to escape. He was then put good results.
stone water tank and cooler;
Book on the blood and medical advice free. S.S.S. is for
iron water tanks; water pipe connect- in close confinement.
This morning sale at all drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
ing with town water works; also pipe he was bound over to the grand Jury,
mider $500 bonds which he was
line connecting with spring on
to give and was sent to the
been published, such work or essay
mile in
property about one-haKING OF BELGIUM
to
at
next
trial
await
the
county
jail
various
one
still be able to enter in this comalso
frame
barn;
length;
OFFERS PRIZE may
mining machinery and improvements term of court.
petition providing the last part of said
At a. meeting of the county comlocated on above named mining claims
work or essay .will be published dur
Best Book on Aerial Navigation in Inand the property of said The Consol- missioners this morning it was
ing the time allotted for the competito advertise for bids to build
ternational Competition Will
idated Mining & Smelting Company.
tion, viz., from now until March 1,
Get Bonus...
"it being Intended to sell all of the p concrete bridge between the old
1911.
and the new Jowns. The bridge will
Brussels, April 7. King Leopold
property belonging to the defendant, be two
The jury will comprise three Belspans of 150 feet each and will decided to grant a prize of $5,000 to
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
and four foreign members. No
much-needecost
gians
This
is
a
$35,000.
the author of the best work answering
Company, of whatever kind or characmembers of the jury will be allowed
and will go a long way the
improvement
following question:
ter, save and except such property as towards
to send any work or essay to the comjoining the two towns.
"Describe the progress of aerial navwas by the decree of foreclosure renA very painful accident occurred
and the best means to encour- petition.
dered in the above cause found by the
here yesterday in which Captain igation
The manuscript, work or essay winit."
Court and decreed to belong to the Wilson
the prize will have to be pubof the Salvation Army and age
All essays or works relative to the ning
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque, his son came
near to losing their
lished during the year following the
and competing for the prize
New Mexico, and reference to said de lite.
one in which the prize will be
They were riding east on Na- - subject
must
cree is hereby made for a description
sent to the Minister of Scibe
tional Avenue on a bicycle when
awarded.
and Arts in Brussels before
of said property belonging to said William Adlon,
south in his ence
driving
Competitors may use any of the folBank.
auto, collided with them, running March 1, 1911. The competition Is lowing languages: French,
English,
Said property will be sold at the over both Captain Wilson and his open to all nationalities.
or
Flemish,
German,
Italian,
Spanish
No
new edition of any work already
time and place aforesaid, for the pur- son who were picked up and carried
Portuguese.
to
in
com
will
be
admitted
this
print
pose of satisfying the said plaintiff home. The captain had two ribs and
and the owners or holders of the his collar bone broken, his head petition unless it comprises thorough
rHATfcBIUl
bonds and coupons of said defendant, badly cut and was otherwise injured. changes and considerable additions.
In
case
Later
work
certain
of
sections
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
reports are fhat he will
any
'
MASONIC.
or essay on the subject have already
Company, outstanding, amounting to
the sum of two hundred and sixty-siMontezuma Lodge No.
thousand dollars
and
($200,000),
1, A. F. & A. M. Rewhich said sum, together with inter- -'
communication
est thereon at the rate of six per cent
gular
first
of each
Monday
from
annum
the date of said deper
r month
at Masonic
cree until paid, wag decreed to be a
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
first lien upon the property hereinJ. A. MASSIE,
before described, together with the
costs herein to be taxed, and other alWorthy Master.
ALAN R. McCQRD, Secretary.
and disburselowances,
expenses
Don't add the heat of a kitchen
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
fire to the sufficient discomfort of
Santa Fe Chapter No.- 1
the Court; and the undersigned SpeR. A. M.
hot weather.
cial Master, for the purpose of satisRegular con- Use a New Perfection Wick Blue
fying said decreend by virtue of the
each month at Masonic
Flame Oil Cook-Stoand cook in
authority vested In him, will, at the
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
time and place in this Notice specicomfort.
s. SPITZ w p
fied, offer for sale and sell at public
With a "New Perfection"
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary. .
auction to the highest bidder for cash,
Oil Stove the preparation of
in accordance with the terms of said
daily meals, or the big weekly
Santa-- Fe Commandery No.
decree, the said real and personal
baking," is done without
1, K. T. Regular conclave
property.
the temperature perceptibly
fourth
Monday in each
F. J. OTERO,
above that of any other room
month at Masonic Hall at
Master.
Special
in the house. Another great advantage of the
m.
7:30

OLDEST AMD BEST

LOODPU

111

Exclusive
all parts of the world, 'u man berths reserved.
of
the
.various
for
literature
and
ocean
Booklets
all
lines.
steamship
tflency
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable information to travelers,
free upon application.
freight service to and from all Eastern and Western markett.
CITY

MASTER'S

a;

Tickets to

'st

SPECIAL
SALE.

'

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court.

2
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
NO.

Miles From
Dee Moines

1,

DAILY
00 a.
10 12 a.
10 85 a.
10 60 a.
11 06 a.
11 20 a.
11 45 a.
12 20 p.
12 46 p.
80 p.
3 60 p.
84 15 p.
4 46 p
4 55 p,
!!6 60 p.
6 15 p,
6 35 p.
7 08 p.
10 p.
7. 23 p.
7. 46 p.

10

t

m.
in.
in.
ni.
ra,
m
m.
m.
m.
ra.
m.
m,
m.
m.
m.
ra.
in.
m.
in.
m.
m.

16

20
26

81
42

Arr.
Lv.

42

49
68
66

49

1

RATON N M'
Oliftoii House Junction
PreBton

Koehler

"

77

94

23
20

11
11

33
41

tlO

Arr,
Lv.

0

Lv,

"

"

Koehler Jnct.
Colfax
"
Oerrososo
Lv.
Arr
N. M.
CIMARRON
Lv.
Arr.
N. M,
Lv
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park

68

7
18

38
32
29
24
18
7

"

"
Cunningham
Ollftou House Junction "

6
6
4
4
4
3
8
2
2
12
12
811

46

"

JM

No 21
DAILY

Raton

N; M. Arr,
"
Lv,

Lv . Des Moines,
Rumaldo,
Dedman
Oapnlln
Vigil
Thompson

49

Miles
From
'

STATIONS.

u

,

9
9
7
7

47
50
53

7
7

59

30
15
66
35
26
55
30
55
30
25
05
40
06
15
15
43
25
60
40
26
00

P. m,

p. m.
P.
P.

p.
P.
P.

p.
P.
P.
P.

a. m.
a' m.
a. in.
a. m.
a. in.
a. m.
a. in.
a. in.
a. m.
a. in.

14-3-

14-2-

10-1-

1

r;

Connects with E. P. A, S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P, & 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N, M.
S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines at follows:
C.
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
,
No.,2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A, T. & 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P 4. 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M ts depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

t

W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
Gen
Pres. and
Mgr. Gen- Pass- Agent

6. J, DEDMAN,

Superintendent
RATON.

N-

-

V-

-

-

M.

RATON. N.

Going

to

M-

-

RATON,

-

N. M,

EI Paso?

30-to-

.

r;

90-fo-

Wil-liso-

un-nb- le

n

lt

;
'

de-cid-

d

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

at 10:45 A. JH.
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

At Torrance
Be in El

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journejvia
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
advantage of this splendid service the first time you

x

have occasion to go El Paso.
V.

2

El Paso, Texas,

SOClEfnf5

.

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.

Plan for

Summer Comfort

Direct Route

;.

ve

TO
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

DENVER

&

w

I

Through the Ifirtile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descrip-tiv- c
literature, etc. call on or address.
.

C3

,

I

p.

NEW PERFECTION
Mick Blue Flame

Oil

Cook-Stov- e

its handsome CABINET TOP, which gives it every
convenience of the modern steel range. Has an ample
top shelf for wanning plates and keeping cooked food hot,
drop shelves for holding small cooking utensils, and is
even fitted with racks for towels. Made in three sizes,
and can be had with or without Cabinet Top. If not
at your dealer's address our nearest agency.
The
gives perfect

is

Resfo
Mm
ttm'

combustion

whether high
or low is therefore free from disigreeable odor and cannot smoke, Safe, convenient, ornamental
the ideal light
If not at your dealer's address our nearest agency,
'

S K. HOOPER, G. P.

Denver, Colo.

T. A.
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

C&

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Santa Fe" Lodge of Perfection' nvTT
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeta
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Secretary.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460. B. P. O. E..
holds Its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
T. P. GABLE. Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA,

Secretary,

j
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NEW MEXICO.

of
TrHE CITY OF W'LLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEATnow
is
190?.
of
fall
in
laid
Was
It
the
out
Mexico
Torrance County New
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runnine easst and wcst Uuu.
Chicago to all California points and the NewMexicoCentralRaiiroaaruuniuy
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wun tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot, eating house,
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger
'
chutes.
and
house
water system, round
coaling
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
business
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic
of
the best
in
center
is
the
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city
The
New
best
Mexico.
of
shipping and
agricultural and grazing section
wool.
The large
and
all
merchandise, cattle, sheep
distributing point for
in
houses
are
wholesale
operation.

A T ewn
in

to a purchaser of a residence lot.

FREE

This Opportunity is Extended

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ELEIM

.WILL ARD TOWNSITE

The Lots embraced in this oiler lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

semi-annuall-

$
JOHN BECKER, President. W. A DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

:

:

WAR ON THE
PRAIRIE DOG
Forest Service Using Every Effort to
Exterminate the Pest.
In cooperation with the stockmen
the United States Forest Service has
begun an active campaign against
prairie dogs on the infested rangec
within the national forests of Arizona
and New Mexico, says the Austin
Daily Statesman. Successful attempts
at poisoning prairie dogs were made
last spring and summer by the forest
service in other parts of the country,
and thiB year the work will be carried
on much more extensively.
The poison used to rput an end to
these little pests of the western
ranges Is prepared by coating wheat
with a preparation of strychnine, cyanide of potassium, anise oil and molasses. The stockmen supply horses and
men and the poisoned wheat is given
qut by the government officers for
distribution upon ranges within the
national forest areas. Each rider carries the wheat in a tin pail supported
by a gunny sack across his shoulder.

AND OTHER

INFORMATION

of Company.

New Mexico.

Willard,

,

80,-00-

kid-ne- y

1--

is expected that the campaign
against the dogs in the Arizona and
New Mexico forests will be most successful, as it has met with universal
appetites.
favor among the stockmen, who are
Last month a well known stockman giving every assistance to the forest
in northern Arizona, writing to the service men. Range improvement in
Forest Service of his stock range on national forests is one of the chief
:
the 'great Canon Diablo plateaur-sai- d
objects of regulating the grazing, and
"Five years ago such a thing aa a for this reason the forest service is
leaving no stone unturned to prevent

range deterioration.

CIRCUS PROVES
A SUCCESS
A

recommencl Car- dui. Cardui is a woman's medicine. It acts specifi

For nervous, tired women, we

n
0

t

J3S

--

e"""" at

AT ALL DRUG

STORES

Good

Show Is Given in Spite of
Small Attendance.

Handicapped by the fact that this
is Holy Week and also by somewhat
cold weather, the Sells Floto circus

cally on the female organs and has a tonic, building
effect on the whole system. It contains no narmnu
ingredients, being a pure vegetable extract. If you
suffer from some form of female trouble, cet Cardui
at once and give it a fair trial.

write :
BSIra. W. W. Gardner, of Paducah, Ky., tried Cardui anil
eleven
for
been
it
have
usir.jr
years.
I
Cardni is just grand.
I think
been
n. different
nave
1
lilro
woman,
aa
i a BnA fool
since
vv
1
j. am to vearo viu.
down
nervoumeM
from
to
suffer
used
ains,
bearing
takingi it.i I
4Xxn
all anna on A T alMTl fltfwvl.
o
uui uvw m TiAinfl oTa
sna sleeplessness, 1...X
old." Try
and
for
Cardni
recommend
young
J highly

&

Weak
Kidneys

..'

It Will Help You

ADDRESS

prairie dog was unknown here. Two
years ago there were a few widely
distributed over the range. Last year
they became numerous; in fact, quite
common. If something is not promptly done to destroy them they will do
great harm to the range."
As all westerners know, prairie dogs
Weak Kidneys, surely point to weak Wdnej
are among the worst enemies with Serves. The Kidneys, like the Heart, and tin
which the stockmen have to contend. Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
Where they establish themselves the itself, but in the nerves that control and guide
strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative ii
destruction of the range is only a andmedicine
specifically prepared to reach those
a
lands
On
ranch
time.
of
question
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone,
they have proved most destructive to Is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money ai
a variety of crops, among which are well.
wheat and alfalfa, grain, potatoes and H yonr back aches or Is weak, If the urins
scalds, or is dark and strong, if you have symptomi
sugar beets, and on grazing lands they of Brights or other distressing or dangerous
are said to consume and destroy so
disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month
much grass that the grazing capacity tablets or Liquid and see what it can and will
of the range ia reduced 50 to 75 per do for you. Druggist recommend and sell

One hand is free for the reins and
with the other the rider uses a teaspoon to measure out the poison in
"baits" and drop it near the entrance
,
of the holes.
The action of the poison is almost
instantaneous. Most of the prairie
dogg in a town are dead within an
hour or two after the bait is dropped.
Early last month 9,300 pounds of
wheat was prepared in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and shipped to the various national forests in Arizona and
New Mexico to be distributed. This
quantity of wheat will make approximately 6,020,000 baits, which will
clear up an area of from 65,000 to 0
acres at a cost, exclusive of the
labor of distributing it on the ranges,
of about 1 to 1 2 cents an acre.
The poison ia used to best advantage in the early spring, when the
dogs first come out of their winter
quarters and before the green grass
is plentiful enough to appease their

i

ft

6"
Era

There are absolutely no 'restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.
THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO$l50.00'ANDoBUSINESS
LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO $500-00-

The Belen Town

FOR MAPS

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

:

si

s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
TO

TO W

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
.raffle to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

: APPLY

for a Limited Time Only

TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE BELEN

ARE OWNERS OF THE

:

of more Homes

we will give one adjoining lot

BELEN,

COMPANY

:

Or

F

Let Free

To Encourage the Building

THE WILL! ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY '

yesterday gave two extremely satisfactory performances. A pleasing feature connected with the circus and
one that as a rule is exceptional, was
the fact that in spite of slim attendance, the managers of the circus gave
full performances and not a single feature was cut from the bill. The circus is a first class one in every particular and was deserving of a packed
attendance.
Under other circumstances, the tent would surely have
been filled to capacity. Equipped
with all the usual side shows, offering
every possible variety of entertainment and exhibiting free of charge a
magnificent , menagerie, the Sells
Floto people offered the public attractive and alluring amusement.
The
circus performance, itself, was a most
r
credible one and well worth the
pop-ula-

From start
price of admission.
to finish it was clean-cut- ,
of well selected variety and the performers first
class The performance went along
without a hitch, this in the face of

Shoop's

feJorativo
STRIPLING-BURROW-

CO.

S

the fact that the troupe has just started out for the season. The bareback
riders, contortionists, acrobats, wire
walkers and other feature performers
are all artists of unusual ability. A
well trained and competent set of
clowns afforded endless merriment
throughout the entire show. The
trained animals that formed part of
the entertainment were delightfully
excellent. Many novel features were
introduced at various timea and everything possible done to satisfy the
audience.
In short the show is the
best that has ever been seen in Santa
Fe.

The New Mancu printing company
and
isas ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial road lairs, pprice 50
cento, and of the territovlal mining
htws, price 60 cents per copy. These
can be purchased by applying In per
son or by mail at the office of the
company.
te

Cores Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic
.

Constipation.

Pleasant to take

Improvement Co.

GILA MONSTERS

WANTS

INCREASING
Whether Bite of This Lizard Is Fatally Poisonous to Man Unsettled.
"Naturalists who recently visited
the Mojave desert in Arizona say
that there has been an increase ir
the number of gila monsters in thai
of
region," said Dr. A. B. Cedron
Ariz.
Prescott,
"These lizards are of great interest to naturalists, for in spite of investigations authorities still differ as
to whether the bite of a gila monster
I have had sevis fatally poisonous.
come
under my obinstances
eral
servation where men have been bitten by gila monsters, but none ever
died. In the case of a gila monster
the
biting a guinea pig, however,
afa
few
minutes
was
fatal
poison
ter the guinea pig had been bitten.
The natives of the Southwest,
the Indians of Mexico, sincerely believe that the bite of a gila
is fatal to a human being and the lizard is held in much awe by them.
"It is likely, however, that this fear
is occasioned largely by the repulsive appearance of the reptile. The
head is very prominent, comprising
of the total length of
about
the body and like the back it is
thickly covered with yellow and
black tinted tubercles. Its skin is
very tough, and although the bones
of the tail are fragile, this part of
the reptile is very strong, it being
possible for the monster to raise itself and balance the body on the tip
of the tail, thus enabling it to climb
rocks and steep ascents. There is
lead to
no doubt that the teeth
glands containing poison. It is very
slow in its movements, but it is not
timid like other reptiles. If one attempts to strike the gila with a stick
it will grasp the weapon in its jaws
like a dog does, and when angered
it emits its breath in a succession of
that
quick gasps. It is supposed
the breath of the gila has a drug-likeffect on insects, and as it can be
detected at a considerable distance
it is believed that this is the way it
"
catches its food."
one-fift- h

e

Subscribe for the Dally New
and get the news.

FOR RENT Furnished room,
tric light, bath. Phone 231.

elec-

RENT OR SALE
typewriter. J. B .Sloan.

good

FOR

Miss M. A. Bishop, professional
nurse. Phone No. 30, two rings.
Piece of

WANTED

three acres

on south side

land one to
river. H 24,

New Mexican.
FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
nquire at Wagner Furniture company

store.
LOST

Mink

fur.

cfll at New Mexican

Finder
Office

please
and re-

ceive liberal reward.
TO

Two office rooms

RENT

Palace avenue, in Prince block.
ply at 111 Palace avenue.

on
Ap-

PIANO TEACHER, also harmony,
counterpoint, analysis and history of
music. Address Miss Frietzi Wagner,
box 264.
FOR SALE A secona-trauf- i
steam
boiler in good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apjly
to the New M'xican Printing

Chamberlain's Has the Preference.
Mr. Fred C. Hanrahan, a prominent
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says:
"For the past six years I have sold
and recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dlarrheoa Remedy. It
is a great remedy and one of the
best patent medicines on the market.
I handle
some others for the same
purposes that pay me a larger profit,
but this remedy is so sure to effect a
cure, and my customer so certain to
appreciate my recommending it to
him, that I give It the preference."
For sale by all druggists.
It is an admitted tact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising In the New
Mexican.

mm
Laxative Fruit Syrup
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

A

Cleanses the system
thoroughly and dean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

It

i

guaranteed

Bids for Court House The board of
today adver-county commissioners
tises for bids for the reconstruction
or the court house according to plans
of I. H. Rapp, Bids will be opened on
April 30.
Fair and Warmer Fair and warm
er weather is predicted for tonight
and tomorrow. Yesterday the highest
temperature was 44 degrees in the
shade and 78 degrees in the sun. Thq
maximum velocity of the wind was o0
miles an hour. The relative humidity
at C p. m. was only 29 per cent.
Railroad Appointments.
The following appointments have
Wn announced by J. W. Kendrick,
of the Santa Fe:
second
assistant to the
to
be
F. A. Lehman,
vice C. W.
second
to be
B
.Strohm,
C.
Kminu nromoted:
to
of
transportation,
superintendent
succeed F. A. Lehman. Mr. btronm
was formerly superintendent of the

Personal Mention

QUANTITY
& QUALITY

PHONE

NO. 92.

(Continued From Page Five.)

PHONE
NO. 92.

HAMS AND BACON
We will sell tomorrow ONE to each person
only at pricesthat will be a surprise to you
10c

ARMOUR STAR HAMS
ARMOUR STAR BACONS
HONEYSUCKLE HAMS
HONEYSUCKLE BACONS
MORRELLL IOWA'S PRIDE BACON
You can't
beat these

h0

per
per
13c per
15c per
1'oc per
2" Ac

right where tha
goods are made

PRICES

Phone.
No. 92

Hay wan & 's Market

92

pound
pound
pound
pound
pound

Mr. and Mrs. John Fielding left this
noon for their home at Morlarty.
II. J. Scully, a traveling; man out
cr Chicago is stopping at the Palace.
P. T. Long, representing a Boston
si oe firm, is registered at the Palace.
A. J. Blrnsdorf, who travels for a
Chicago firm, was a noon arrival, tak-i- i
g quarters at the Palace.
I'rof'essor Fayette A. Jones, the
mine expert, left Albuquerque yesjjj
terday for Magdalena, where he will
spend two weeks on mining business.
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo, recent Democratic candidate for delegate to
jj Congress, was an arrival on the noon
Main today, stopping at the Claire.
Colonel R. fi. Twitchwell has returned to Las Vegas from Roswell
where on last: Saturday he delivered
a lecture on the military occupation
cf New Mexico.

01

S

CASH

4

No

Grocery

Bakery

g

::

KUY FOR CASH AND SAVE MONEY

-;

4

No.

The profits saved on
salary, and loss
through bad accounts comes to you in lower prices.
book-keeper-

s

F. Andrews,

Phone No .4.

Phone

No.

AND

Anthracite Coal all siaes
Smithing Coal

It

4.

6.00
Sawed Wood
All Kinds of

and Kindling
Steam Coal.

t, A S. F. Depot

Phone

,

No. 85, Offloe Garfield

Avenue,

,

For anything and everything apperjiimfci

11

Pmntinor

nn thai Mow
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JPfcUrtii cyBiadina
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Services Tomorrow night, in the. lodge rooms,
the local Masons will observe Maun-da- y
Thursday in a most solemn man-r.eThe public is cordially invited
lo attend the ceremonies.
Tonight
..Congregational Meeting
the congregation of the First Presbyterian church will hold its annual
meeting at the church on Grant avenue.
City Council Tonight The city
council will meet this. evening at 7:30
o'clock at the office of 'Councilman R.
L. Baca.
The council will hear obto
the new license ordinance.
jections
Meeting Tonight Tonight at seven
o'clock in the regular meeting hall,
the Spanish-AmericaAlliance will
hold a meeting. All outside members
who are in the city are especially invited to attend.
No Dance On Fifteenth Owing to
I he
fact, that the heating arrange-en- i
s for the armory will not be
in time, the Elks have abandoned the idea of giving a dance on
the 15th of this month.
Horse Badly Hurt One of the
horses recently purchased by Sheriff
Charles Closson, and one of which he
was especially proud, was badly hurt
this week on the racing track at Albuquerque and will probably be always crippled in consequence.
On Satur- Company F Inspection
day evening the inspection of Com- ny F, First regiment of Infantry,
National Guard' of New Mexico, will
take place and every member is expected to turn out. Tomorrow and
Friday nights, preliminary drills .will
be held in the new Armory.
Rushed at the Coronado Yesterday was a star day for the Coronado
restaurant and at noon the lunch
rcom looked as though a bargain
counter sale was in progress,
so
dense was the crowd. In all, over
three hundred and seventy-fivpeople were served, being a new record
for the popular caravansery,
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palace P. T. Long, Boston; J. H. Scully. A. J. Birnsdorf, Chicago. Claire
O. A. Larrazolo, Las Vegas, S. H.
t,
Lamar, San Francisco; Simon
Los Lunas; D. S. Alter, Bell
nains, Kansas,
Board of Trade Dance All arrangements have been made by the
Woman's Board of Trade for the
dance to be given Easter Monday.
The affair promises to be a very enjoyable one and coming right on the
heels of Lent' during which time all
dances were done away with, a large
crowd is looked for. All who want
to have a good time are invited.
Convention of Congregationalists .
The annual meeting of the Congregational Association of New Mexico,
closed at Albuquerque
yesterday.
The following officers were elected:
Moderator, Rev. W. J. Marsh of Albuquerque; registrar, Mrs. L. A. Collins; assistant moderator, Rev. A. D.
Heyman; scribe, Miss Effie Sicilians.
Masons

ALEXANDER'S GARAGE

.

n

coni-nlete-

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTOR OF THE MITCHELL,
McINTYRE and ZIMMERMAN 1909 Models AUTOMOBILES
and COMMERCIAL MOTOR CARS, in shaft or chain drive, in a
variety of prices and styles to suit anyone automobilically inclined.
On the floors of ray garage in Santa Fe can be seen the different 1909 models in Touring, Roadster, Runabout and Commercial
Motor Cars, suited to the wants of Doctors, Merchants, Stockmen
and Rancher, in prices ranging from $375 to $2,500, and horse-powe- r
from 10 to 40.
These models were selected by me at the Chicago Automobile
Show aa representing the best automobile values and best suited to
New Mexico road conditions, from an exhibit of more than eighty
types of cars.
Call or write for literature of the car interested in; also ask for
a road demonstration of the car.
A full line of Auto Supplies and fully equipped Machine Shop
operated in connection with this garage.
MO-LIN-

O. W. ALEXANDER
310 San

Santa Fe,

Street

Francisco

N. M.
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NAVAJO AND
CHIMAY0
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BLANKETS

Neu-stad-

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

FOR FIVE CENTS
W

w
K

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each

K
K
M

M

K

J.
301-30-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAKIO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,
H

m
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m

m
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m

m
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Chicago terminals.
Wedded On Circus Day Two Cerrillos people slipped into Santa Fe
A
tslerday, ostensibly for the purpose
cf attending the circus. Today, however, the young couple are man and
wife, the ceremony having been performed yesterday by Rev. G. Rendon
of the Spanish Presbyterian church.
The happy pair are C. E. Callander
and Miss Julia May Tarrlna, both of
Cerrillos. They are stopping at the
Coronado.
En Avant Club The En Avant Club
No
met Monday afternoon at three o'clock
home
at
the
Dixon
wlih Mrs. George
Avoid baklne oowders made from alum,
of Mrs. H. C. Yontz. It opened with
No one can continuously eat food mixed
An
roll call and Easter quotations.
With alum without injury to neaitn.
article descriptive of a trip through
the Mediterranean Sea, Suez Canal
and Red Sea, was read and discussed,
as was also an essay on the work of
Women's Clubs. After the transac
tion of business, the club adjourned to
WOOL MARKET.
meet two weeks hence.
SPLENDID SHOWING
St. Louis, April 7. Wool nominal,
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
BY COUN1Y BOARD Territory and western mediums, 18
Maximum temperature, 44 degrees
15
&23c; line mediums, 1720c; flne.ll
a1 3 p. m.; minimum temperature,
decrees at 5:: 40 a. m.: mean tem Increase in Available Balance Though (517c.
Galisteo Bridge Is Paid Out
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
perature, 24 degrees; departure from
relative
21
of
minus
rormal
Chicago, April 7. Close:
Savings.
degrees;
$1.25
Wheats-Ma- y,
July,
humidity at 6 a. m., 92 per cent; rela)
tive humidity at G p. m 29 per cent;
The county commissioners were in 81.11
Corn May, 67
July, 66
relative humidity, average for the session today but will adjourn by this
day, GO per cent. Highest velocity Of evening. In addition to routine busi- 06
Oats May, 55
July, 471-2c- .
wind, 30 miles per hour from the ness, the plans for the new court
Pork May, $17,921-2- ; July, $17.S5.
vest at 2 p. m. Lowest temperature house were considered and bids were
Lard-rM- ay,
$1.0.171-2- ;
July, $10.25
(lurimr last, night. 27 degrees. Tem'- - asked for by advertisement.
y
10.27
G a. m. today. 30
at,
degrees
pfrature
The annual report of the county
Ribs May, $9,321-2- ;
G. B. Pon
July, $9.47.
Escaoes Word comes
showed that while on Janutreasurer
LIVE STOCK.
B,
G.
from Trindad, Colorado, that
7. Cattle
ary 1. 1908. there was a balance in
Chicago,
April
Pop who had been taken to Denver the
treasury of $28,509.48, on Janu10,500. .Market., is steady to
for mental examination and was pro
1, of this year, it was $32,112.15. 10 centSg higher.. Beeves, $4.757.15;
nounced hopelessly ill, escape! from ary
a
considerable
"'gain which speaks Texas steers, $4.40 5.60; western
his friends on the Santa Fe .train at
economic management seers,
the
much
for
stockers and
$4.105.60;
Trinidad. .Colorado, who were bring
board.
cows and heifthe
of
the
present
by
county
$3.505.5O;
feeedrs,
ing him back to Santa Fe and has
The board today paid the First Na- ers, $2.00u.7o; calves, $5.507.75.
not yet been located. Pop became
Hogs Receipts, 24,4000. Market is
violent while on the train. While tional Bank $1,404.31, the balance due & cents
higher.Light, $6.807.80;
here, his delusion's took the harrAless the Walter Sharpe Bridge Company mixed, $6.907.25;
heavy, $6.95
Galisteo
of
the
construction
for
the
form of imagining himself wealthy,
f;30;
pigs, $5.75
rough,
$6.957.05;
total1
'The
cost
concrete bridge.
giving away his imaginary wealth and street
of .sales,. $7.107.25.
bulk
6.65;
was a little over $3,000.
conceiving grandiose schemes and en of the bridge
Sheep Receipts, 10,000. Market is
The contract for its construction was
to higher.
terprises.
Natives, $3.75
steady
let Ty the former board of commis- G.40;
western,
yearlings,
$3.756.50;
sioners on the last day of its official
lambs, $6.008.20; west$J.407.50;
tVlESILLA VALLEY
no
190G,
December
31,
and
life,
levy ern lambs, $6.008.30.
IS PROSPEROUS was made to pay for the construction.
The present board paid for the bridge
NOTICE.
Increase in Santa Fe Business at Las out of the money saved during the
Advertisement for bids for the conProduce
past two years, and now contenlplates
Cruces Is Phenomenal.
struction of a court house at Santa
'
Is
."
authorizing thet building of another Fe, New Mexico;
Organized.
Exchange
1,-iCruces, N. M., April 7 Station bridge a'Cross the' SantaftFe. Thet presSealed bids for the furnishing and
Agent L. K. Edwards says that if any- ent board consists of Hon. I. Sparks, delivery of the necessary materials
one wants proof of the increase of chairman, Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino, and and labor required for the construcbusiness in the Mesilla valley, they Hon. Alfredo Lucero, while Hon. tion of a Court House at Santa Fe,
have only to come to the Santa Fe George W. Amijo is the clerk.
New Mexico, In strict accordance with
railroad to get It.
plans, specifications and instructions
The business for March was the BETHLEHEM STEEL
to bidders, which may be examined at
greatest ever done in the history of
office of the probate clerk and
HAD BAD YEAR the
the station, not even excepting the
recorder of the County of
summer months when the big shipor by calling upon I. Rapp,
Santa
Fe,
M. Schwab Said It Was the
ping is done. The volume of business Charles
Santa
Fe, New Mexico, will
Arcitect,
Worst He Knows of It for the
done last month shows an increase of
be received by the Board of County
Iron Industry and Trade.
over 400 per cent compared with that
Commissioners of the County of San3
900.
done in
ta Fe until noon on the 30th day of
'
New York, April 7. The annual
1909. The contract for the conOwing to the increased price of alApril,
of the Bethlehem Steel corpofalfa many carloads are being shipped report
struction of said Court House will be
ration
made
shows
its
public today
now from Las Cruces, and also from
total net income for the year ended let to the lowest responsible bidder,
Dano Ana and Mesquite.
DecembeY 31 to' have been $2,198,355, but the right, to reject any or all of
The railroad company will be pre- u
decrease of $46,602. as comnared said bids is hereby reserved. Said
pared this year to handle the big bus- with the previous year. The net in- - sealed bids will be addressed to I.
iness when cantaloupes are snipped coiue3oct1ift:.yeai:-vaftepayment of Sparks, Chairman of the Board of
and much better service will he given. interest
County Commissioners, Santa Fe, N.
and making an
charges
Lyons & Coggin, the cantaloupe
of $370,00 for depreciation M.
commission men, have a cooling and was $366,864',"' a 'decrease of $1,251,-92By order of the Board of County
storage room at Las Cruces and also
T.The uncompleted orders at the Commissioners of the County of Sanone at Mesilla.
end of the year amounted to $7,592,-50- 2 ta Fe.
The Mesilla Valley Produce exas compared with $8,514,665 at
Attest: GEO. W. ARMIJO,
change is the latest of the organiza- the end of the previous year.
....
(Seal)
clerk.
tions that has been formed here to
Charles M. Schwab, president of
the growing of suitable the corporation, in an answer to a
encourage
NOTICE OF STOCKHOLDERS
MEETING.
crops in the Mesilla valley and to question by a stockholder whether or
Notice is hereby given that there
provide a market for them. The last r.ot.the industry was in as poor state
will be a special meeting of the stockmeeting of this organization was held as in 1890, said:
."It . is very much worse.
last Saturday and was largely atI have holders of the New Mexico Telepone
never known the business to be in Company at the New Mexican Printtended.
The exchange has been incorporat- such a discouraging condition as it ing Co.'s office at 5 o'clock on Wedhas re- nesday, April 21st, 1909, to elect a
ed and the officers are Hiram Had-le- is today." Mr. Carnegie
:
marked:
loard of directors.
secreC.
and
E.
Locke,
president,
H. W. WARNER, President. ,
"Steel is either a prince or a pau- tary, and treasurer. Among the di'and
we
are
er,
now
C.
rectors are J. F. Sattley,
the latter.
Bouggy,
"We have given the matter of cutJ. Priest and T. Rouault, Sr. The
We
amount of the capital stock is $25,000. ting wages no consideration.
hivve simply not considered the quesGiven Either in
tion either way.
KILLED MAN WHO
"I
can't see a bit of encouragement
LURED HIS SISTER
SPANISH OR GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
ahead. Of course we hope
directly
7.
A
Durant, Okla., April
report that with the tariff
settled, business
from Roswell, N. M., received here,
HAACKE
states that Bud Jones, who killed will resume and that we shall get
our
shares.
Turner Bateast at Caddo, Okla., on
Nusbaums Washington Ave.
last Sunday, has surrendered. It is
or care New Mexican.
said that a year ago Bateast lured
Jones's' sister from her home and
that when last Sunday he appeared
'MONEY AND METALS.
at his home, Jones shot him thirteen
New York, N. Y., April 7. Call
times with a Winchester.
money, 1
per cent.
FOR
New York, April 7. Prime paper,
The seals and record tioolte for no 31-2cent." Mexican dollars,
per
taries public for lala by tbe New 44c.
SANSgR,UM
Mexican Printing company at vsry
New. York,' N, Y., April 7. Lead,
reasonable rates. Seals for IncorporSANTA FE, N. M.
silver, 50
ated companies are also bandied. Call firm, $4.004.07
St.
Louis, Mo., April 7. Lead, firm,
at or address the New Mexican Print$16 and up per week.
$4.004.07
spelter, $4.67
New
Fe.
Santa
Mexico,
ing flompany,

pi
L

jj

LJ

7

Charged With Violating Gambling
George Harrison, indicted for
violating the gambling law, was
placed on trial in the district court
at Albuquerque yesterday.
Woodmen Will. Meet Tonight the
Woodmen of the World will hold a
regular meeting. All members are
requested to be present as business
cf importance will be transacted.
Guilty of Larceny Joshua Rogers,
a,, Santa. ,Fe, train porter, was found
'
guilty at Albuquerque ;ysterday of
larceny of $207 from Mrs. Lila O.
Long on October 17 last year.

'

Years

alum, no lime phosphates.

Law

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Near A.

X

conduct.

5.25

L

The

7.

tonight.
Street Sprinkler Out The street
sprinkler made its rounds today for
the first time in weeks.
Whist Club The Whist Club will
be the guest on Saturday afternoon
of Mrs. Frank W. Shearon.
Arrested for Drunkenness Yesterday the marshall arrested and placed
in the city jail, Ben Tucker on the
charge of drunkenness and disorderly

$4,50 per ton

d

April

A

pastry,light,flakybiscuits,
delicious griddle cakes
palatable and wholesome,

FOR RENT Modern brick house.
Chapelle street. C. A. Bishop.
WANTED GIRLS Two girls are
wanted to work in the bindery at the
New Mexican office.
Athletic Club Tonight The Santa
Fe Athletic Club will hold a meeting

RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
V
Monero "
"
Cerrillos "

Colo.,

ft
JJ 0
n

tmr Cream of Tartar Pow
der. Makes finest cake and

;

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

Denver,

weather forecast for New Mex- S ico: Fair weather tonight and
Thursday, with wanner weather
Thursday.

Cream
o

t,
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GRAMMAR LESSONS
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MARKET REPORT
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THE SICK
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